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Abstract—In this paper, we analyze the performance of battery
power management schemes in wireless mobile devices using a
queueing theory approach. We model the battery as a server with
finite service capacity and data packets as customers to be served.
With an intent to exploit the recharging capability of the battery
when left idle, we allow the battery to go on intentional vacations
during which the battery can recharge itself. The recharge thus
built up can effectively increase the number of customers served
(in other words, battery life can be extended). Such improved
battery life performance would, however, come at the expense of
increased packet delay performance. We quantify the battery life
gain versus delay performance trade-off in this approach through
analysis and simulations. By considering a continuous recharge
model of the battery, we derive expressions for the number of
customers served and the mean delay for an
½ queueing
system without and with server vacations. We show that allowing intentional vacations during busy periods helps to increase
battery life, and that this approach can be beneficial when applied on traffic of delay-tolerant applications. We also propose a
packet delay constrained power saving algorithm that will exploit
the recharge phenomenon when packet delay constraints are imposed.



I. I NTRODUCTION
Portable user terminals for mobile communications must
rely on limited battery power for their operation [1]. It has
been shown that energy savings in portable devices can be
sought at different layers of the wireless protocol stack [2],[3],
not necessarily at the devices/circuits level alone. Also, several studies characterizing the battery discharge behavior have
shown that pulsed discharge performs better than continuous
discharge [4]-[5]. Particularly, the battery can recharge itself
(i.e., recover the potential) if left idle after discharge. This
recharge phenomenon is illustrated in Fig. 1. Figure 1 shows
the battery potential (in volts) as a function of time with continuous discharge and pulsed discharge. The parameter represents the duty cycle of the pulsed discharge pattern (i.e.,
 means % discharge time followed by % relaxation time, and so on). The plots in Fig. 1 are generated using
the battery simulation program developed by the Chemical Engineering department at UC, Berkeley [6]. A  Lithium
ion battery with a cutoff voltage of  is considered. It is
assumed that the battery ceases to deliver power once the voltage drops below the cutoff voltage. In other words, the time
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taken for the battery to fall below the cutoff voltage is the battery life. The slope of battery discharge is determined by the
discharge current density. Larger the value of this current density steeper will be the discharge slope, and hence lesser will
be the time taken to reach the cutoff voltage. In Fig. 1 the
discharge current density is taken to be  ¾ .
From Fig. 1 it can be seen that if the battery is discharged
continuously it takes about  minutes to reach the cutoff
voltage. On the other hand, if the battery is discharged in
pulsed mode, the battery recovers the voltage during the relaxation periods and it takes more time to reach the cutoff voltage.
For example, if the duty cycle of the pulsed discharge is %
(i.e.,
) it takes more than  minutes to reach the cutoff
voltage. Also, since the duty cycle is 0.5, the total on-time of
the battery is more than  minutes which is about three times
the on-time in continuous discharge mode. As the discharge
current density is taken to be the same in both continuous and
pulsed discharge modes, this essentially means that the battery
can deliver energy for a longer duration. This recharge effect
advantage in pulsed mode can be exploited for improved energy efficiency in packet communications in wireless mobile
devices.
The contribution in this paper is the proposal of methods to
exploit the recharge phenomenon in batteries and the analysis of battery life gain and packet delay performance using a
queueing theory approach. Recently, in [7] and [8] Chiasserini
and Rao proposed a probabilistic recharge model for the battery. Through simulations, they showed that the recharge phenomenon can be exploited for battery life gain through suitable traffic shaping algorithms and battery level sensed routing
strategies [8],[9].
In this paper, we model the battery as a server with finite
capacity and the arriving packets at the mobile terminal as the
customers to be served. Each transmitted packet consumes
energy proportional to the packet size, transmission bit rate,
wireless link design, etc. We propose to intentionally allow
the server (battery) to go on vacation for calibrated amount of
time, essentially allowing idle times for the battery to recharge
itself. By doing so, the number of customers served can be increased (in other words, battery life can be increased). We
derive expressions for the number of customers served and the
average delay for an  queueing system without and
with server vacations. We show that allowing forced vacations
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during busy periods helps to increase battery life. However,
since the customers (packets) have to wait in the queue when
the server goes on vacation, the battery life gain will come at
the expense of increased delay performance of the packets. It
would be of interest to guarantee specified packet delay performances in practical systems. Hence, in order to achieve
bounded delay performance, we further propose an algorithm
that will exploit recharge phenomenon when packet delay constraints are imposed.

recharge probability has been assumed to follow an exponential function that decreases with increasing discharged capacity. In other words, the recharge capability of the battery at any
time is made proportional to the charge available in the battery
at that time (i.e., more the available charge, more is the ability to recharge). In addition to the nominal capacity  , the
battery is assumed to be characterized by another parameter
called the theoretical capacity,  charge units [7]. The battery
is considered to be fully drained if either the available charge
goes to zero or  charge units of capacity has been delivered,
which ever occurs first. Typically, the theoretical capacity of
the battery is taken to be one or two orders higher than the
nominal capacity [7].
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Fig. 1. Battery potential versus time for different duty cycles of discharge.
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Fig. 2. Battery modeled as a server

Battery Discharge/Recharge Model:
In [7],[8], the battery discharge behavior is assumed to
be discrete, i.e., each packet occupies a fixed slot size, and
each packet transmission consumes one charge unit (or integer
number of charge units). Also, in [7],[8] the battery recharge
behavior (when the battery remains idle) too is modeled as a
discrete process, i.e., the battery recharges by one charge unit
with some probability if left idle for one slot duration. The
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Consider data packet transmission from a mobile terminal
that draws power from a battery of finite capacity. We model
the system as a queueing system with the battery as the server
and packets as customers, as shown in Fig. 2. The packet interarrival time is assumed to be exponential (i.e., Poisson arrivals
with rate ) and service times are assumed to be i.i.d. with a
general distribution. We assume that the battery has a nominal
capacity of  charge units. That is, if the transmission of a
unit length packet consumes one charge unit and if the battery
is discharged continuously, then the battery can serve  such
packets till it gets completely discharged.

Packets
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Fig. 3. Continuous discharge/recharge model

In this paper, we consider both the discharge as well as the
recharge behavior of the battery as continuous phenomena, as
illustrated in Fig. 3. While serving packets in busy periods,
the battery looses charge linearly at a constant slope of unity.
During idle periods, the battery recharges linearly with varying slopes depending on the battery level 1 at the beginning of
the idle period. The recharge model is more clearly explained
as follows. We divide the range of charge from 0 to  using
 threshold values,  ½  ¾    . The recharge slope is taken
to be ½  ¾    ·½ , respectively, when the battery level at
the beginning of the idle period is in the range  ½ to  , ¾ to
½ ,...,¼ to  . By choosing ½  ¾     ·½ , the model
ensures that the ability to recharge reduces with decreasing
battery level which is more realistic [6]. Thus, the parameters  ,  ’s, and  ’s characterize the recharge behavior of the
battery, which can be used in the mathematical analysis of the
battery life gain due to recharge during idle/vacation periods.
III. A NALYSIS
We are interested in analyzing the battery performance in
terms of mean number of packets served and mean packet delay when the battery’s recharge behavior is exploited by intentionally allowing the battery to go on vacations.
½ The term battery level is used to denote the amount of charge present in
the battery.
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We first analyze and quantify the battery life gain due to idle
periods (i.e., when buffer is empty) inherent in an
queue. We then analyze a system where the server exhaustively serves all packets in the queue and takes intentional vacations before the start of the next busy period. We call this as
a system with exhaustive service with vacations. We also propose a non-exhaustive service system with vacations where the
server takes vacations during the busy period.
queue. Define a cycle as
First consider a simple
the time from start of one idle period to the start of the next
idle period. A cycle consists of one idle and one busy period
as shown in Fig. 4. Note that the first cycle starts after the
first busy period. In order to obtain the expected number of
customers served, we
1) obtain the distribution of the amount of charge left at the
end of the first busy period,
2) obtain the expected number of cycles after the first busy
period till the charge goes to zero, and
3) obtain the expected number of customers served in each
cycle,
as follows.
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Fig. 4. Definition of a cycle in the system
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is the charge consumed during the busy period and
where
is the amount of recharge during the idle period in the 
cycle, respectively. Then,
is the total charge lost (
)
) in the  cycle. Let be the random
or gained (
variable denoting the number of cycles till the charge goes to
zero, and let be a random variable which denotes the charge
at the end of the first busy period. We need to find
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Let    denote the expected number of cycles given that
charge after the first busy period is . We can then write the
integral equation
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where    is the cdf of  . To obtain the distribution of
 , we need to obtain the distributions of and .
The distribution of is obtained as follows. Let  denote
cycle and  ¼ denote
the duration of the idle period of the
½





the charge at the beginning of the



cycle. Then
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(4)





and

         ¼¼
(5)
where         is determined by the charge threshold values between which  ¼ lies. Since  is distributed as
, the cdf of is given by
    ¼¼
  
(6)
 
for a general 
Computing the distribution of
queue may not be so easy. Here, we limit ourselves to expohas density [10]
nential service times with rate . Then,




       
(7)
where   is the modified Bessel function of the first order,
and  . The cdf of   ,    can then be written as
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Eqn. (3) can be numerically solved to obtain
  we average    over , as









  . To obtain

  

 

(8)
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where
¼ is the distribution of the first busy period. The
expected number of customers served can be obtained as the
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product of the expected number of cycles and the expected
number of customers served in a busy period as follows 2

        

Hence,

From Eqns. (12), (13), (14),

 

(12)



where  is the Laplace transform of the busy period of a
simple  queue, and  is the probability of  customers waiting at the start of a busy period. The expression
for  can be written as [10]



 

The expression for
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 can be derived as follows.

Æ ½ 

at least one arrival occurs during a vacation 

 arrivals occur in a vacation 

 

(11)

A. Exhaustive Service System with Vacations
Next, we consider a system where the server takes intentional vacations. The server exhaustively serves all packets in
the queue and takes a vacation. If after completion of vacation,
there is still no packet in the queue, it takes another vacation,
and so on. We assume the vacation time distribution to be
Æ, where Æ can be a system parameter.
We proceed in similar fashion as before to derive the expected number of customers served and mean delay. In addition to idle times in a simple  queue, the vacation
times too contribute to the idle time distribution in this case.
The idle time distribution of this system can be shown to be
 Æ, where
Æ . The distribution of   in this system with vacation is the same as that given in Eqn. (5). In
the system without vacation, the busy period starts as soon as
a customer arrives following an idle period. However, in the
system with vacations considered in this subsection, the busy
period may start after queuing up a random number of customers. Hence, to find the distribution of the busy period in a
cycle we need to condition on the number of customers waiting before the start of the busy period. The Laplace transform
of the busy period in a cycle, considering the special case of
exponential service times, can be written as
½
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  can be obtained as,
Æ 
 Æ  
¼

(15)

The pdf of the busy period,   ¼ , can then be obtained by inverting the above equation as [12]
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From the above distributions of idle period, recharge, and
busy period, the expected number of cycles    can be obtained from Eqns. (3) and (9). The expected number of customers served in the first busy period is    . The expected number of customers served in the subsequent busy
Æ

periods is given by
Æ
  . The expected number of
customers served can then be written as

  
       Æ     

 

 

Æ

(17)

Here again, the expected number of customers served is upper
bounded by the theoretical capacity of the battery. The mean
delay for this system with vacations can be written as [11]



    Æ 

(18)

B. Non-exhaustive system with vacations
Another way to improve battery life is to interrupt service
during busy period and allow vacations. Specifically, we allow the server to go on vacation after serving  packets in
a row during a busy period. We assume the duration of this
vacation to be i.i.d and distributed as exp(Æ ). Both Æ and 
are parameters which can be chosen to allow desired vacation
times.
In order to analyze this scheme, consider an approximate
system which models the non-exhaustive system with vacations at high arrival rates. Assume the arrival rate is high so
that there are always packets to send in the queue. In this case,
we can take the busy period to be the sum of  service times.
 service times the pdf of the busy
Thus, for the case of
period can be written as

¼
¾ Actually this is an approximation (in fact, an upper bound) because the last

cycle may not be complete
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Note that the expected number of customers served is upper
bounded by the theoretical capacity of the battery,  . The
mean delay of packets in the  queue is given by [11]
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IV. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
We consider the following system parameters: nominal capacity
  charge units, number of thresholds
 ,
, recharge slopes
  ,   ,  
threshold values
  ,   ,    ,   , and service time
parameter   . First, from Eqn. (10), we compute the
number of packets served in a simple   queue with battery recharge due to inherent idle periods. Figure 5 shows the
number of packets served for different arrival rates , obtained
through analysis and simulation. In the numerical evaluation
of Eqn. (3), the integral is discretized in steps of 0.1 and converted into a set of linear equations. Further, instead of evaluating all the entries of the coefficient matrix we compute the
entries for one row and use the same for the other rows for a
given threshold region. This significantly reduces the computation time while maintaining the accuracy of the results
as observed from the close match between the analytical and
simulation results. It can be observed that the recharge due
to inherent idle periods can increase the number of customers
served to about three times the battery’s nominal capacity of
100 charge units, particularly at low arrival rates (e.g., 350
packets served at   ).
Next, in Fig. 6, we plot the number of customers served in
the system with intentional vacations and exhaustive service
(as per Eqn. (17)) as described in Section III-A. The corresponding mean delay performance is plotted in Fig. 7. The
performance curves are parameterized by the vacation time parameter Æ . The performance of the system without vacation (as
per Eqn. 10) is also plotted for comparison. It is observed that
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allowing additional vacations during idle periods does not provide significant increase in the number of customers served.
For example, when Æ   the number of customers served
increases only by less than  . When the vacation times are
made larger (smaller values of Æ , Æ     ) the number
of packets served, in fact, reduces when compared to the system without vacations. This behavior can be attributed to two
reasons: a) even if large vacation times are given, the battery
will not be able to recharge beyond its nominal capacity ,
and b) increasing vacation times allows more packets to queue
up resulting in longer busy periods which depletes the battery
charge faster. The mean delay increases with increasing mean
vacation time as seen in Fig. 7. The usefulness of the above
observation is that leaving vacation times in an exhaustive service system is not effective and alternate schemes to exploit
the recharge effect need to be looked into. One such alternate
approach is to start service as soon as the battery recharges
to its nominal capacity. The performance of this approach
has been evaluated using simulations and the resulting number
of packets served for different values of Æ are plotted in Fig.
8. It is observed that this approach results in moderate gains
in number of packets served at moderate arrival rates (in the
range    to 0.5). However, at high arrival rates there is
no significant gain. Consequently, we investigate yet another
approach which is the non-exhaustive system with vacations
as described in Section III-B.
350
delta=0.05
delta=0.1
delta=1
no vacations

300

No. of packets served

The vacation period is distributed as  Æ . We then use
Eqns. (5), (3), and (9) to obtain the expected number of cycles to discharge completely,   . The number of packets
served  is then given by,
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Fig. 6. Number of packets served versus arrival rate in the exhaustive service
system with vacations for different values of .
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Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the number of customers served
and the mean delay performance of the non-exhaustive service system with vacations for various arrival rates obtained
through simulations. The plots are parameterized with parameter  for Æ   . It is observed that for low arrival
rates both the systems without and with vacations perform
similar, reaching the theoretical capacity of the battery,  ,
which is taken to be  . For example, when the arrival rate
is quite low (   ) the inherent idle periods themselves
will allow sufficient recharge to deliver the theoretical capacity, and therefore allowing additional vacation times has no
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effect. However, at high arrival rates the system with vacations increasingly serves more packets than the system without vacations for increasing values of . For example, taking a vacation each time a customer from the queue is served
) the theoretical capacity can be reached even at
(i.e.,
high arrival rates. For larger values of the number of packets served initially decreases with increasing arrival rate up
to some point after which the number of packets served increases. This can be explained as follows. At low arrival rates
the number of packets in the queue will be less and hence the
probability of taking vacations will be less leading to lesser
recharge. However, for large arrival rates the buffer will be
mostly occupied leading to more vacations and more recharge.
The mean delay performance gets increasingly worse with
 and 2 result in close to
lower values of . Though
theoretical capacity in terms of number of customers served,
the delay for
 is significantly lower than that of
,
indicating the possibility of choice of the parameters of and
that can result increased battery life with less degradation in
delay. Thus the non-exhaustive service system with vacations
can be applied on the traffic of delay-tolerant applications (email, file transfers, etc.) to increase battery life in wireless
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V. D ELAY C ONSTRAINED P OWER S AVING
The proposed schemes in Section III resulted in increased
battery life at the expense of increased packet delay performance. The packets delays are found to increase monotonically with increasing intentional relaxation times. It would be
of interest to guarantee specified packet delay performances in
practical systems. Hence, in order to achieve bounded delay
performance we consider the following algorithm for serving
packets.
¯ Consider Poisson arrival of packets with rate and expo, so that
.
nential service times with mean
¯ The device maintains a count of the total number of pack, served so far and the sum of the delays experiets,
enced by each packet,
.
¯ After serving
packets the device computes the number of packets,  , which when served continuously will
discharge the battery to its cutoff voltage. We can approximate the battery potential to be a linearly decreasing function of time when discharged at a constant current density. This discharge slope can be obtained a priori
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approach. We modeled the battery as a server with finite service capacity and proposed schemes to allow intentional server
vacations to exploit the battery recharge effect for increased
battery life. We analyzed and quantified the increase in bat queue.
tery life due to idle and vacation periods in a
Systems with vacations having exhaustive and non-exhaustive
service were considered. We showed that a non-exhaustive
service system with vacations can result in significant gain in
battery life, and that this approach can be beneficial when applied on traffic of delay-tolerant applications in wireless mobile devices. We also proposed an algorithm that exploited
the recharge phenomenon when packet delay constraints are
imposed.
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VI. C ONCLUSIONS
We analyzed the performance of battery power management
schemes in wireless mobile devices using a queueing theory
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from the battery discharge behavior as plotted in Fig. 1.
Using the knowledge of the present battery voltage and
the discharge slope, the device can calculate the time it
will take to reach the cutoff voltage and hence the num, and the sum
ber of packets it can serve continuously,
of the delays that will be experienced by these packets
when served continuously,
.
¯ The device then calculates the average delay
as,
 ·
.
 ·
¯ Let
be the delay constraint imposed in the system. If
then the battery stops taking further vacations
and serves the remaining packets in a continuous fashion
till the cutoff voltage is reached. On the other hand, if
then the battery continues to take a vacation for
every packets served.
The performance of this delay constrained algorithm has
been evaluated using the battery simulation program from
Berkeley [6]. Figures 11 and 12 show the number of packets
served and mean delay performance of the system with vacations and delay constraint. The system performance without
vacations is also plotted for comparison. The packet arrival
process is Poisson with rate and the service time is exponen½   . The vacation time is taken to
tial with mean
be exponential with rate
  . is chosen to be equal
¾. It is seen that
to 4. The current density is taken as 
the system with vacation results in increased number of packets served compared to the system without vacation. Also,
 to
as the delay constraint is relaxed (e.g., from
 ) the number of packets served is increased. For
example, when
  the system without vacation serves
about  packets whereas the system with vacations serves
about  and  packets for
 and
 ,
respectively. Also, from Fig. 12 it can be observed that the
proposed algorithm ensures that the mean delay performance
never exceeds the imposed delay constraint.
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